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olid materials are of great technological importance but the challenge to 

theory and computation is that they are governed by very different length 

and time scales. These may differ by many orders of magnitude depending on 

the specific applications. On the length scale from meters down to micrometers classical 

mechanics and continuum models are dominant conceptual frameworks for 

investigation of diverse material properties. However, when one comes to the 

nanometer scale or atomic dimensions measured in angstrom, all properties are 

determined (or critically influenced) by the electronic structure of the solid state.  

The electronic structure is determined by resolution of the quantum mechanics 

equations. Understanding how these equations work out can enable one to make 

qualitative predictions about structural, mechanical, electronic, spectroscopic, and 

optical properties. Solving these equations can also give quantitative predictions of 

these properties. In the past, it was necessary to use very severe approximations when 

solving the quantum mechanics equations, and the most powerful computers available 

were needed. The results were hard to interpret, and of qualitative value only. 

Nowadays, even standard desktop computers are far more powerful than state-of-the-

art supercomputers of 20 years ago, and the programs used to solve the equations have 

become much more powerful. Therefore, ab-initio approaches to atomic electronic 

structure are much more widespread and useful.  

The manuscript will focus on structural, electronic and magnetic aspects as well 

as problems stability in different systems. Our interest lies on three categories of 

systems: nitrides, rare earth oxides and oxynitrides.  Even nowadays with efficient 

methods and powerful computers it remains challenging to achieve an accurate 

description of  the close lying electronic states of such compounds, because of the 

complex interactions between them. 

The first chapter will be devoted to a detailed presentation of the numerical tool 

introducing the spine of our work mainly the ab-initio methods based on density 

functional theory. Throughout this chapter we will show the effect of different 

approximations adapted to the various systems such as the rare earth elements which 

require the application of strong correlation (i.e Hubbard U). 
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Indeed, in chapter 2, we apply the former detailed tool to study the copper nitrides in 

zincblende, rocksalt and fluorite structures. Then the quasi-harmonic Debye model will 

be applied to investigate the temperature effect on the variation of linear thermal 

expansion parameters and the specific heat. 

Chapter 3 is devoted to the strong correlation effect in the most challenging 

materials rare earth dioxides. Our interest in these materials dates back to the work 

achieved during the Magister thesis where we applied correction to the local density 

approximation by taking into account of the Hubbard model parameter (U). The rare-

earth dioxides are more challenging and need both of U parameter and spin-orbit 

coupling to correct generalized gradient calculations. Furthermore we try to understand 

the properties of rare earth dioxides by applying the former approximation to determine 

the structural, elastic, electronic and magnetic properties. 

In Chapter 4, we focus our attention to the Oxynitrides based on Silicon and 

Germanium: Si2N2O and Ge2N2O. These compounds contain both of nitrogen and oxygen. 

We present a deep study of their optimized geometries, crystal structure, bonding, 

mechanical, thermodynamic and the optical properties will using the density function 

(DFT) calculation by means of two methods, the full-potential linearized augmented 

plane-wave plus local orbitals and plane-wave pseudopotential. 

Finally, the manuscript is accomplished by general conclusions with a discussion of the 

main results and outlook on the future research. We hope that our work will open 

interesting perspectives, particularly on the prediction study of new nitrides, oxides and 

their mixing compounds oxynitrides.  

 































































 































































































































































































Abstract: The aim of the present thesis is to study the physical properties of 

crystalline materials using the density functional theory (DFT) by means of two 

methods, the full-potential linearized augmented plane-wave plus local orbitals and 

plane-wave pseudopotential. After presentation of the employed method and its 

conceptual basis as well as the most recent developments, we will pay more attention to 

a direct application of the introduced method to compute the structural, electronic and 

magnetic properties as well as the mechanical stability criteria in different systems.  The 

effect of strong correlation will be undertaken using both of the Hubbard (U) parameter 

and the spin-orbit coupling. It is worthwhile to see that the rare-earth dioxides need the 

application of both corrections: U and SOC compared to the rare-earth nitrides, where 

GGA+U is sufficient to describe correctly the electronic structure. The last application 

concerns the oxynitrides based on silicon and germanium, where structural, electronic, 

elastic, electronic optical and dynamical properties are detailed.  

Key words: DFT, nitrides, rare earth dioxide, the oxynitride, Lapw, 

pseudopotential, Hubbard, spin-orbit coupling. 

 

Résumé : L'objectif de la thèse est d'étudier les propriétés physiques des 

matériaux cristallins en utilisant la théorie de la fonctionnelle de densité (DFT) 

implémentée sous deux approches : la méthode linéaire des ondes plane augmentées 

plus orbitales locales et la méthode de pseudopotentiel. Les fondements de cette théorie 

ainsi que ces récents développements, qui permirent de palier aux problèmes 

numériques rencontrés dans les systèmes complexes comme les terres rares, seront 

détaillés. Nous aborderons ensuite le calcul des propriétés structurales, électroniques et 

magnétiques ainsi que le critère de stabilité mécanique et énergétique des différents 

systèmes. Le problème de la forte corrélation électronique sera ensuite abordé dans les 

dioxydes de terre rare via l'introduction du paramètre de Hubbard (U) ainsi que le 

couplage spin-orbite qui corrigeront la structure électronique. Il est intéressant de voir 

que les dioxydes de terre rare nécessitent l'application des deux corrections: U et SO 

alors que les nitrure de terre rare exige que la correction U.  Nous avons étendu notre 

étude à des matériaux potentiellement important à savoir les oxynitrures à base de 

silicium et de germanium. 

Mots clés : DFT, les nitrures, les dioxydes de terre rares, les oxynitrure, LAPW, 

pseudopotentiel, hubbard, couplage spin orbit 


